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Abstract
We describe an object replacement approach whereby
privacy-sensitive objects in videos are replaced by abstract
cartoons taken from clip art. Our approach uses a combination of computer vision, deep learning, and image processing techniques to detect objects, abstract details, and
replace them with cartoon clip art. We conducted a user
study (N=85) to discern the utility and effectiveness of our
cartoon replacement technique. The results suggest that our
object replacement approach preserves a video’s semantic
content while improving its privacy by obscuring details of
objects.
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Figure 1: Streaming and first-person video often contains
private information, such as digital device displays. We
propose a “cartooning transformation” that automatically
replaces objects with clip art representations and abstracts
background regions, to obscure private details while preserving overall semantics of the scene.

1. Introduction
video from several different perspectives. For instance,
Scanner Darkly [22] tries to prevent sensitive image data
from being released to “perceptual applications” by transforming raw images into high-level metadata that abstracts
away details while maintaining enough information for the
applications. That solution, however, does not address situations in which other people are the consumers of the
video, where abstract representations are unsuitable. Other
work has taken the opposite approach of sharing most imagery but automatically detecting and censoring certain objects and scenes, including faces [2, 17, 26], computer monitors [25], private rooms [37], and specially marked regions
of scenes (like portions of whiteboards) [35]. These approaches may work when a small set of possible privacy
concerns needs to be considered, but may not be able to
ever cover the full spectrum of possible scenarios.
We propose automatic ‘cartooning’ transforms to enhance privacy in live-streamed and first-person imagery
(Figure 1). Much in the way animated movies abstract away
the details of the real world to convey only the most important semantic elements, cartooning transformations can obscure private details of videos while still retaining the overall ‘story.’ Parameters of the algorithms can be adjusted to
control the aggressiveness of the transformations.

Sharing videos has become very popular: YouTube
alone receives 300 hours of new footage every minute [44].
Meanwhile, live video-sharing services like YouStream and
Periscope let people take and broadcast videos to other people in real-time. This new live-streaming technology is similar to traditional peer-to-peer video conferencing services
like Skype and Google Hangouts, but encourages people to
broadcast video from their mobile phones to many others at
a time. Not only do people use videos to simply share their
day-to-day lives with others, video sharing has become a
powerful tool for exposing fraud and improving accountability of public officials [23].
However, video sharing also introduces significant risks
to privacy because it can capture a huge amount of incidental information about the activities, interactions, and environment around the camera. For instance, a user might
wear a GoPro camera to share a video of his or her work
life, but the video will very likely capture private details
like emails on computer screens, instant messages on smartphones, financial details on documents, and the identities of
other people [20]. A simple Skype conversation between
a student and her parents might take an embarrassing turn
when her roommate enters the room in only a towel.
Recent work has considered how to protect privacy in
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